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Ava

Ava

Item number: 2019016003 Black
EAN: 5704924000485 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Aluminium/Plastic
IP54, Class 1 (Earth contact), 230V 
LED MODUL, Light source incl. 9,5w led
 
Area: Outdoor
Total driver+bulb consumption (Watt): 10
Transformer/driver placement: I lampen

Ava is a multifunctional lamp that can be placed both in the ceiling 
and on the wall. The lamp has integrated LED as well as two lighting 
functions, which consist of indicator light when it is dark, and automatic 
activation of light when movement is detected (Nordlux Smart Sen-
sor needed). Ava has Bluetooth connection and is part of the Nordlux 
Smart Light range, which makes it possible to control the light from your 
phone, with voice control or via the Nordlux Smart Sensor. Furthermore, 
an optional cover cap is included which makes it possible to determine 
the design and light output yourself.

This luminaire contins 
built-in LED lamps

Lightsource info (pr. light-
source)

Lumen: 600
Lumen/Watt: 63,16
Lifetime: 30000
On/Off: 15000
Colour temperature: 2700K
RA: 80
Beam angle: 159° 
Dimmable: No

Energy class A

The lamps cannot be changed in the 
luminaire.

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com
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Item number: 2019016010 Grey
EAN: 5704924000492 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Aluminium/Plastic
IP54, Class 1 (Earth contact), 230V 
LED MODUL, Light source incl. 9,5w led
 
Area: Outdoor
Total driver+bulb consumption (Watt): 10
Transformer/driver placement: I lampen

Ava is a multifunctional lamp that can be placed both in the ceiling 
and on the wall. The lamp has integrated LED as well as two lighting 
functions, which consist of indicator light when it is dark, and automatic 
activation of light when movement is detected (Nordlux Smart Sen-
sor needed). Ava has Bluetooth connection and is part of the Nordlux 
Smart Light range, which makes it possible to control the light from your 
phone, with voice control or via the Nordlux Smart Sensor. Furthermore, 
an optional cover cap is included which makes it possible to determine 
the design and light output yourself.

This luminaire contins 
built-in LED lamps

Lightsource info (pr. light-
source)

Lumen: 600
Lumen/Watt: 63,16
Lifetime: 30000
On/Off: 15000
Colour temperature: 2700K
RA: 80
Beam angle: 159° 
Dimmable: No

Energy class A

The lamps cannot be changed in the 
luminaire.

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com


